
What You Need to 
Know About AI



Hi, I’m Ben Royce

AI Services Manager @ Google Cloud
and Lecturer of AI at Columbia University



It started in
France
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Classification

Prediction Generation

Understanding

AI is evolving from analysis to creation



AI is undergoing a 
paradigm shift with the 
rise of large models… 
Large foundation models trained on broad 
data can be adapted to a wide range of 
downstream tasks for which they have not 
been trained and do reasonably well 



So why is everyone so excited?

Operational efficiencies

Workforce enhancements

Applicability

 

Proprietary



It’s happening… 80%
of employees will have the 
opportunity to use GenAI



Poll #1

Have you used a GenAI tool like ChatGPT or Bard at work?

- Yes
- No
- I’m not telling
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How do I 
control 
my data?

Proprietary + Confidential



GenAI has many 
applications across 
the organization

VISUAL WRITING

CUSTOMER FACING

INTERNAL FACING

Advertising and 
Content Production

Knowledge 
Management

Presentations and 
prototyping

Assisted Customer 
Experiences

Proprietary



GenAI has many 
applications across 
the organization

VISUAL WRITING

CUSTOMER FACING

INTERNAL FACING

Proprietary

Generate 
Display Ads

Create Blog 
Art

Personalized 
Avatars 

Search Ads

Image 
Descriptions

Product 
Catalog 

Generation

Summarize 
Resumes

Extract 
financial 

information

Generate 
technical docs

Product 
search 

Customer 
support ticket 
creation

Contract 
searchDocument 

summarization

Slide art and 
photography

Event flyer 
generation

Pitch deck 
generation



GenAI benefits 
the organization VISUAL WRITING

CUSTOMER FACING

INTERNAL FACING

Higher revenue

Retained 
intellectual capital

Faster decisions

Higher CSAT

Proprietary
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How does 
it work?

Proprietary + Confidential
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Large Language Models enable new ways to interact 
 

Intuitive natural language 
experiences

Search like you would 
on Google

Ask follow up 
questions

Summarization & Answers 
from information grounded 
in your data

Search text, image, video 
using various input modes 
(text/image)

Natural Language

Conversational

Summarization 
with Citations

Multimodal



Image generation —  Generate 
images from text descriptions or 
other images   

A photo of a corgi riding a bike in Time Square. It is 
wearing sunglasses and a beach hat. 

Text-to-image

Proprietary



Customer Experiences 
with GenAI

Proprietary
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Source: Erik Brynjolfsson, the director of the Digital Economy Lab at the Stanford Institute for Human-Centered AI

"Tech support agents who used AI tools 
that created conversational scripts 
boosted their productivity by 14% on 
average, but the improvement was even 
more pronounced for “novice and 
low-skilled workers” who were able to 
get their work done 35% faster."

Faster achievement 
with “novice and 

low-skilled workers

Average 
Improvement in 

productivity when 
using a AI created 

conversational script

+14% +35%

On the ground effects

Proprietary



Report 
Generation



Fast, dynamic 
access to valuable 
insights is 
increasingly critical 
to banks, execs, 
and finance teams

     02. Climate Risk

Three of the top five risks that bank executives expect to most influence their 
industry in the coming decade.

     01. Geopolitical Uncertainty

     03. Changing Market Conditions

Source: Economist Impact: Banking in 2035 (2022) Proprietary

https://impact.economist.com/perspectives/sites/default/files/ei213_banking_in_2035_global_banking_survey_report.pdf


How can   AI 
augment human 
intelligence and 
insight to drive 
better, faster 
decisions?

Financial analysts often do detailed capital 
markets research to identify investment 
opportunities and mitigate risk.

This can often take hours or even days; 
analysts must manually search across 
multiple internal and external data silos.

Proprietary
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Finance
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Assist drug discovery, optimize patient monitoring 
and diagnosis, and provide personalized treatment 
recommendations.

Healthcare

Accelerate research with advanced data analysis and 
modeling, streamline literature reviews and data 
extraction, and facilitate experimental design.

Science and Academia

Enable quick financial data access, improve 
forecasting and analysis, and aid investment 
decisions with personalized insights.

Finance

 AI   is the ultimate research 
assistant across industries

Enhance personalized learning experiences,
simplify online learning and course management,
and streamline administrative tasks for more
efficient education delivery.

Education

Enhance content creation, support distribution
and audience targeting, and provide insights on 
audience engagement and sentiment analysis for
better content strategy.

Media

Streamline legal research and analysis, aid in 
drafting and reviewing legal documents, and 
facilitate policy analysis for better governance.

Law and Government

Proprietary 



People Analytics



Proprietary

With GenAI you can discover talent 
already in your organization



HR Analytics and the Knowledge Driven Employee

Proprietary

Required 
Core Skills Accelerator 

Skills

Specialized
Talents Rare 

Combinations



Mapping knowledge across your organization

Proprietary



Mapping knowledge across your organization

Proprietary
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peer assessment

aware & 
not skilled

aware & 
skilledDunning–Kruger effect

unexpected 
talent



Using Generative AI for Skillset Discovery

Proprietary



Extract semantic information from 
unstructured data to improve 
recommendation engines, ad 
targeting systems, image 
classification, image search, & more

Embeddings: AI Learning Language

Proprietary



Accounting 



Coding and accounting 
have a lot in 

common



Source: Stack Overflow Developer Survey 2022

If Gen AI improves productivity for 
engineers, it can for you too

of developers spend 30
minutes/day searching for solutions.

encounter a knowledge
silo at least once a week.

spend more than an hour searching 
for solutions each day.

https://survey.stackoverflow.co/2022/#professional-developers-productivity-impacts


Remember your 
first day on the job



Poll #3

How many of you received a comprehensive guide to your job right when you started?

- Yes, I did
- No, I didn’t
- My boss is sitting next to me, don’t make me answer this



Being Thoughtful

Day 1 Mentality

Organize critical information

Make it findable

Deliver it at the right time



Day 1, oh my…

Controlled vocabularies

Acronyms

Codenames

Sites

Vendor rebrands

Previous names

GenAI Glossary



Onboarding 
should be 
fast, relevant, 
and clear

Explain what 
each system does

Summarize migration and 
launch policies

Where sensitive data resides
Compile relevant 

post mortems



If we can write better code faster we can 
suggest Journal entries as well

Journal Recommendations



Fine tune your pre-trained large 
language models and incorporate 
human feedback to increase the 
model's usefulness and accuracy.

Safely Getting Smarter: 
Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF) 
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What I Wish
I Knew Earlier

Proprietary
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Large foundation 
models are free

Proprietary
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Data security 
matters even more 

Proprietary
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Explainability is also 
business insight

Proprietary
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Responsible AI 
is a feature

Proprietary
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Adjust models 
for your use case

Proprietary



Extra Credit

Genius Makers
by Cade Metz

Everybody Lies by Seth 
Stephens-Davidowitz

Competing in the Age of AI  
by Marco Iansiti and 

Karim R Lakhani

Proprietary



What 3 words said by an executive 
were associated with 6 month stock decline?

QUESTION

Proprietary 



Poll #4

What 3 words said by an executive were associated with 6 month stock 
decline?

- [open text field]



StrategicSeeking Alternatives

I haven’t 
found it

I am trying to 
sound smart

Whatever I’m 
doing now isn’t 

working

Proprietary



Questions, 
comments,
scathing rebuttal?

Proprietary

Oh, and one last thing…



Questions, 
comments,
scathing rebuttal?

Proprietary
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kthxbye


